IT Solutions

CionSystems Solutions
When considering new products, IT organizations need cost effective and
reliable solutions that address their concerns.

CIONSYSTEMS PRODUCTS

Doing more with less has become the norm for IT managers in the last few years. We understand that, and are

•

Active Directory Manager

committed to saving you money and time with our integrated, enterprise-ready solutions. Simplifying your IT

•

Active Directory Self Service

environment is the key, and streamlining tasks not only contributes to the bottom line but also allows you to

•

Active Directory Reporter

concentrate on what really matters: your business.
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Active Directory Change
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•

Notifier

Our solutions are designed with you in mind. Through a highly strategic and scalable approach we help you

System Information and

implement key Active Directory initiatives, drive adoption across all levels and prove compliance. We

Comparison

understand your job is to keep the infrastructure running smoothly and efficiently, and you want to avoid things

Remote Manger

that make that job harder:
•

GPO errors that leave you non-compliant to existing regulations

•

Old privileges being applied when someone changes jobs constitute a security breach

•

Password expiration and account lockouts that have a tangible cost to your business

•

Email is becoming a critical business tool- any downtime brings about decreased productivity and
higher cost of doing business.

CionSystems helps by delivering a comprehensive systems management application suite that includes
monitoring, reporting, management, analysis, diagnostics and auditing. Our low-touch solution improves
efficiency, streamlines daily tasks, helps eliminates errors, and reduces operational cost and complexity. All
configurations are done through an intuitive web-based user interface. Our solutions do not rely on any scripting
language for setup, configuration, reporting, or policy design and implementation.

Some of the key benefits of deploying CionSystems solutions are:
•

Increased security- Enforce internal security policies and eliminate potential security threats from
rogue, expired and unauthorized accounts and privileges.

•
For more information on any of
our products or services
please visit us on the Web at:
www.CionSystems.com

organization instead of dealing with scripting, setup, and other repetitive tasks
•

Enhanced regulatory compliance- Cost-effectively enforce and attest to regulatory requirements
associated with identifying who has access privileges to sensitive data

•

Streamlined operations- Reduce inefficiency and improve service levels by automating repeatable
user administration tasks
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Reduced costs- Reduce IT costs through efficient staff usage and focusing on what matters to the

•

Improved business responsiveness- Get users productive faster through immediate access to key
applications and systems
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Everyday CionSystems helps IT organizations reduce security risks, lower IT cost and improve service levels.
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